In document layout analysis, the defining conditions for textlines and text regions involve certain numerical parameters (e.g. inter-character spacing and inter-textline spacing) whose values can only be estimated when textlines and text regions have already been formed. This seemingly chicken-and-egg problem can be solved through an adaptive regrouping strategy, which consists of three operations. First, we group basic ingredients into preliminary textlines and text regions according to crude parametric values. Second, we refine our estimate of the parametric values based on the groups thus formed. Third, we form new groups by splitting and merging existing groups based on the newly estimated values. This paper applies the above strategy to Chinese documents whose complexity derives from the coexistence of horizontal and vertical textlines. Successful results are obtained using this approach. The accuracy rates for identifying text regions and textlines are above 98% in a test database consisting of over one thousand document samples and various layout structures.
I. Introduction
The complexity of Chinese documents lies in the high degree of freedom allowed in the layout structure. Western documents have only a horizontal reading order, while Chinese documents have both horizontal and vertical orders. An article in a newspaper, for example, may contain horizontal headlines and vertical content textlines. This poses a challenge for both top-down and bottom-up analysis. When using a top-down approach, an area segmented according to certain spatial clues may contain textlines of different orders, leaving the seg-2 mentation work incomplete. On the other hand, by using a bottom-up approach both the scope and the reading order for each textline and text region must be determined at the same time as the textlines are constructed.
Because more than one reading order can appear on the same page and they cannot initially be distinguished, we purposely construct both horizontal and vertical textlines from the same regions. We then determine the reading order based on the fact that the inner spacing within incorrect textlines reflects the spacing between correct textlines, and is, in general, wider than the inner spacing within correct textlines. Thus, instead of viewing the solution to this problem as merely top-down or bottom-up, we can view the layout analysis as a multiple constraint problem (Chang [1] [2] ). Our adaptive regrouping strategy is a practical way to solve this type of problem.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the background of the problem and the outline of our approach. Section 3 describes the initial construction of textlines. Section 4 describes the method for determining the reading order of textlines. Section 5 contains the method for resolving remaining conflicts between textlines. In Section 6, we present the method for constructing text regions. Section 7 details our test results. Finally, in Section 8, we present our conclusions.
Background

Problem Complexity
The purpose of layout analysis is to decompose a document image into homogeneous regions, such as text regions and pictures. In Chinese documents, a text region can contain either horizontal or vertical textlines, but not both. To illustrate how this requirement can cause difficulty, let us look at the article image shown in Fig. 1 . This article consists of horizontal headlines and vertical content textlines. The projection profile from either the horizontal or vertical axis is not a useful tool for separating headlines from content textlines. 3 Thus, the recursive X-Y cuts method (Krishnamoorthy and Nagy [3] ) that relies on projection profiles to cut a textual region into several sub-regions cannot be applied here.
Another method, proposed by Lee and Ryu [4] , aims to make a series of transformations of the above image, referred to here as I 0 . The transformation is made so that each set of four pixels in I 0 is reduced to one black or white pixel; black if there is at least one black pixel found within the four. The transformed image becomes a quarter of the size of I 0 and is referred to as I 1 . The same transformation can then be performed on I 1 to obtain image I 2, as shown in Fig. 2 . In both I 0 and I 1 , the vertical textlines remain disconnected and in I 2 , they merge into a blob, causing the horizontal headlines to merge with the vertical textlines. Thus, when we examine the images at reduced scales, we find that textlines of different reading orders are either separated, or connected altogether.
If we look at the image in Fig. 1 , we see that the spacing between the headlines and the spacing between the lower headline and the vertical textlines below them are approximately the same size as the spacing between the vertical textlines. For this reason, multi-scale analysis (Etemad, Doermann, and Chellappa [5] , Lee and Ryu [4] ), which examines a document image at various scales, may not be able to find adequate gaps to separate textlines of different reading orders. Similarly, the other top-down methods that exploit maximal white rectangles (Ittner and Baird [6] ) or white streams (Pavlidis and Zhou [7] ) may also fail to find large enough white margins..
Although the spacing between textlines does not provide useful clues for obtaining separation information, some other spacing information does. In Fig. 1 , the inner spacing of the vertical textlines is much smaller than the inter-spacing between the lower headline and the vertical textlines below it. Based on this observation, we can end the vertical textlines at the point at which the space size becomes excessively large.
In general, bottom-up approaches to layout analysis can use inner spacing information to construct textlines. For example, the document spectrum method (O'Gorman [8] ) and the 4 minimal-cost spanning tree method (Simon, Pret, and Johnson [9] ) construct textlines based on the distances between connected components (referred to as components hereafter). Unfortunately, these methods only work in documents with a single reading order and, therefore, do not determine reading orders. Chen, Ding, and Liang [10] , on the other hand, report a rule-based bottom-up method for documents with two reading orders. The rules for merging components into textlines are based on "nearest-neighbor connect-strength", which varies according to the size similarity, distance and offset of the components. The accuracy rate of their layout analysis is 83.2%.
Okamoto and Takahashi [11] propose a hybrid segmentation method, which can be applied to document images with two reading orders. This method partitions a document image into blocks, based on field separators and white streams. In each block, the method further merges components into textlines. The values of parameters in their approach, however, are fixed for a given dpi resolution. Liu, Tang, and Suen [12] have developed an adaptive approach that performs split and merge operations on a quadtree data structure to decompose This approach is based on the conviction that large groups of objects not only provide a more reliable estimate of parametric values, but also provide more useful structural information than small groups of objects. 
The Outline of Our Approach
In order to estimate the inner spacing within textlines, we must first construct textlines.
Although most components form textlines with their nearest neighbors, thus indicating possible textline direction, violation of this rule occurs from time to time (see Section 4.3 for such an exception). Consequently, instead of making any prejudgment about textline direction, we purposely construct textlines in both horizontal and vertical directions and also allow for possible over-extension of textlines.
It is possible to resolve reading-order conflicts between each pair of intersecting textlines. However, it is more effective to deal with conflicting textlines as groups. The incorrect textlines have larger inner spacing than correct textlines and are thus eliminated. The elimination operation resolves most reading order conflicts, but may also eliminate genuine textlines because some textlines over-extend to others. Since we know the inner spacing of all the involved textlines at this stage, we can truncate the over-extended lines and begin a second round of reading-order determination.
Conflicts between textlines of different sizes also exist, whereas the size of a horizontal textline is its height and that of a vertical textline is its width. Once again, we can resolve these conflicts by using spacing information. We then group homogeneous textlines into text regions. At this stage, we utilize two adaptive schemes. The first scheme links broken pieces into full textlines, while the second scheme detects possible two-column structures by examining projection profiles.
We use three sets of parameters in our method. In the first set, the parameters express the relationship between textlines in the same text region, between textlines and the characters contained in them, and between characters contained in the same textline. The values of these parameters are fixed and are determined by offline experiments. In the second set, the parameters are used for the initial construction of textlines, or text regions. In the third set, 6 the parameters determine the final structure of textual objects, whose values can be estimated based on the initial construction. The adaptive nature of our method is reflected in the use of the last set of parameters, since their values are determined by online, rather than offline, estimation.
Initial Construction of Textlines
Textlines are constructed out of components. The method that labels components using a contour tracing technique (Chang, Chen, and Lu [13] ) is effective for finding components in various types of images, including document images. Before constructing textlines, we first identify and label pictures so that we can avoid extending textlines into pictorial regions.
Pictures are usually large-sized components. However, certain pictures are smaller than the largest character size. In the latter case, we use a normalized correlation (Pavlidis and Zhou [7] ) for picture identification. We compute the value of the normalized correlation on the bounding box of a suspect component. If the value falls below a certain threshold, it is judged to be a pictorial object. For an alternative text/picture discrimination method, readers are referred to Wahl, Wong, and Casey [14] .
When pictures have been identified and labeled, we start our textline construction with a component whose size is sufficiently large. For example, if we want to construct a horizontal textline, we start with a component whose height is sufficiently large. We only describe the construction of horizontal textlines, since vertical textlines are constructed in the same fashion. Let B be the bounding box of this component, w the width of B, and h the height of B.
We want to extend B so as to incorporate as many compatible boxes as possible. The extension can be made either to the left or to the right of B. Let us assume that it is extended to the right. We tentatively extend B by a step size ). , max(
Note that the parameter δ is only used for the initial construction of textlines.
Denote the extended box as E (Fig. 3a) . If E intersects with any non-textual objects, we 7 reduce the horizontal length of E so that it no longer intersects with those objects. We then collect all bounding boxes that overlap with E \ B and sort these boxes from left to right. We denote them as B 1 , B 2 etc. (Fig. 3b) .
If no bounding boxes are found within E \ B, the textline terminates at B. Otherwise, let the lower and upper margins of B (the initial box) be x 1 and x 2 respectively and the lower and upper margins of B i (the current box) be x 1 ′ and x 2 ′ respectively. Let u 2 = max(x 2 , x 2 ′) and
we then check the next box B i+1 . Note that 1 p is a parameter describing the relationship between two adjacent characters. We find that 1.2 is an adequate value for 1 p .
Suppose that the last box that meets condition (1) (Fig. 4a) , then the textline terminates at B j . Otherwise, the textline terminates at the last box whose horizontal range lies to the left of B j+1 (Fig. 4b) . If no such box is found, the textline terminates at B.
If the termination condition is not met at E, we proceed to examine the box E′ that extends from E by a step sizeδand has the same vertical size as E. Using the procedure described above, we examine all the bounding boxes that intersect E′ \ E. This process goes on, until the termination condition is met. The textline will then be the last extended box.
Having completed the textline extension for one box, we can choose another box as an initial point and proceed with constructing a textline from it. To avoid building redundant textlines, we stipulate the following. When a component box B has already been included in a textline T and the height of B exceeds 2 p times the height of T, then we exclude B as an initial box for any textline of the same reading order. Note that 2 p is a parameter regulating the relationship between a textline and the characters contained in it, for which the value 0.8 8 is found to be adequate. When the above condition is met, we assume that an appropriate textline has been constructed for the given box.
Determination of Reading Orders
As shown in Fig. 5 , textlines of conflicting reading orders intersect each other. Two textlines are said to disagree in reading order if: (i) they intersect, (ii) their directions are different, and (iii) their sizes are compatible. By compatible, we mean that height h of the horizontal textline and width w of the vertical line satisfy the following condition:
Parameter 3 p is set as a step function of max(h, w).
We start with any textline and gather the textlines that disagree with it in reading order.
We then gather textlines that disagree with some of the latter textlines, and so on. By doing so, we are able to partition the sets of all textlines into mutually exclusive groups, denoted as
E-groups.
Discerning the reading order for each E-group involves two steps. The first step determines the reading order for the majority of textlines falling within a given E-group. The second step modifies the E-group by further dividing it into subgroups, and re-determining the reading order of each subgroup. There is, however, an exceptional case that has to be treated differently. This is discussed in Section 4.3.
The First Step
To determine the reading order for a given E-group, we rely on the following observation. Suppose that both vertical and horizontal textlines are constructed out of a text region whose reading order is actually vertical. In this case, the inter-character spacing in the verti-9 cal textlines would usually be smaller than that in horizontal textlines, because the inter-character spacing in the false horizontal textlines would actually be inter-textline spacing in the text region. This observation would be useful in discovering the reading order for text regions, except that it relies on information about characters that is not accessible at this stage.
To deal with this, we use normal space size as a substitute for the inter-character space size.
Normal space size can be obtained through a voting procedure. Each inter-component space casts a vote to its own size S and to its comparable sizes. The number of votes received by a comparable size T decays exponentially with |T -S|. We then use the space size that gets the highest number of votes as the normal space size. For horizontal textlines, we call this space size NORM H and for vertical textlines NORM V . If NORM V < NORM H , then the reading order of the E-group is judged to be vertical. Otherwise, the reading order is judged to be horizontal. When the reading order is judged to be vertical, all horizontal textlines in this E-group are eliminated, and vice versa if it is judged to be horizontal. This completes the first step (Fig. 6 ).
The Second Step
The elimination of textlines at the first step may cause some component boxes to lose their belongings (i.e., they are no longer included in any textlines). These boxes are called orphans. We remedy the orphan problem as follows. First, we restore all textlines that contain orphans. These are referred to as mother textlines. Both mother textlines and the textlines that intersect with them are denoted as linking textlines. We then look for possible places to cut off some linking textlines so that we can disconnect mother textlines from their current E-groups.
To do this, we examine all inter-component spaces in all the linking textlines. We cut off the textline at S (Fig. 7) if the space S satisfies the following conditions. (1) The size of S exceeds twice the normal space size. (2) The null rectangle N (a rectangle containing white 10 pixels only) that intersects with S has a length at least four times the width of textlines in the current E-group (assuming that the dominant reading order of this E-group is vertical). Recall that the normal space size refers to the size that was derived from a voting procedure.
We first form new E-groups for mother textlines (Fig. 8a) and then re-determine the reading order for each new E-group. The textlines in a new E-group may have a different reading order than the E-group with which it was previously associated (Fig. 8b ).
An Exceptional Case
When there are only two or three textlines in a group, it is usually a caption and the inter-textline spacing may be smaller than the inter-character spacing. The E-group in this case is said to be strip-shaped. To be more exact, an E-group is strip-shaped if the following conditions are satisfied: (i) there are only two or three textlines of a certain direction, (ii) the box that encloses these textlines occupies over 90% of the area of the box enclosing the E-group, and (iii) these textlines contain more than 90% of the components that fall within the E-group.
The 90% figure in condition (iii) is justified as follows. When noises occur, it is possible that textlines of one direction include noises not included in the other direction, hence the reason for adopting the 90% rather than the 100% figure. When a strip-shaped E-group is found, we ascertain its reading order according to the shape of its bounding box. For example, if the width of the bounding box is larger than its height, then the reading order is judged to be horizontal.
Resolving Conflicts between Textlines of Different Sizes
The conflicts between textlines discussed previously are between textlines that are opposite in direction, but compatible in size. Two other types of conflicts are: (i) textlines that differ in both direction and size, and (ii) textlines that have the same direction, but differ in size. They are treated as follows. 
Different Directions and Different Sizes
This conflict occurs when a textline over-extends onto other textlines of a different direction and size ( Fig. 9a and b) . We name the vertical conflicting textline V and the horizontal one H. Let A be the intersection of V and H. If V has a space S whose size exceeds twice the normal space size in V, and the null rectangle N that intersects with S has a length of at least four times the width of V, then A is attributed to H and is removed from V. Removing A from H is done in the same fashion. Note that here we use the same kind of spacing information that we employed to determine reading orders (Section 4.2 and Fig. 7) . If V and H satisfy none of the above criteria, we attribute A to the textline in which A is surrounded by a space that is smaller than the opposite textline. That is, if the spacing surrounding A in V is smaller than the spacing surrounding A in H, then A is attributed to V.
Same Direction But Different Sizes
This conflict occurs in two possible situations. In one situation, two parallel textlines are embedded in a third textline. If this possibility is not considered when constructing a textline,
we might obtain three textlines; two of them superimposed on a third (Fig. 10a) . In the other situation, large textlines (usually headlines) over-extend onto a few shorter textlines (Fig.   10b ).
To deal with these possibilities, we examine any textline T that overlaps with a textline T 1 of the same direction, but is smaller in size. Let us assume that both T and T 1 are horizontal textlines. We then proceed as follows:
Step 1: If the height of T is smaller than a certain size (60 pixels at 300 dpi resolution), then it is impossible for T to contain two parallel textlines within its body. T 1 must be fictitious and we eliminate it.
Step 2: If there exists a horizontal textline T 2 such that the projections of T 1 and T 2 overlap horizontally, then we proceed to the next step. If no such T 2 exists, we eliminate T 1 .
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Step 3: If the projection profile of T 1 and T 2 contains a series of non-zero intervals,
where each interval has a length l compatible with the height h of T, i.e. 0.8×h ≤ l ≤ 1.2×h, then T 1 and T 2 are judged to be partial components of characters that are vertically aligned (Fig. 11 ) and we eliminate T 1 and T 2 . If the above condition is not satisfied, T 1 and T 2 are judged to be genuine and we separate them from T.
Grouping Textlines into Text Regions
The method described in the previous section ensures that no two textlines intersect. In this section, our objective is to group similar textlines into text regions. Two horizontal textlines C and T are said to be similar, if they have the same direction and satisfy the following condition. If C lies on the top of T (Fig. 12a) , then their sizes must be compatible, where the definition of compatibility follows formula (2) in Section 4. If C lies to the left of T (Fig.   12b ), then we require the following condition:
where y 1 and y 2 mark the lower and upper margins of C; y 1 ′ and y 2 ′ mark the lower and upper margins of T; u 1 = max(y 1 , y 1 ′) and u 2 = min(y 2 , y 2 ′). The parameter 4 p regulates the relationship between similar textlines, whose value is found to be 0.7 through experiment.
Starting from a current textline C, we search in the neighborhood of C for another textline T that satisfies the following two conditions: (a) T is similar to C, and (b) the expanded bounding box that incorporates T does not overlap with any non-textual objects, textlines of the opposite direction, textlines of the same direction but different size, or other text regions.
A textline that satisfies both conditions is said to be a qualified textline.
From C, we first search orthogonally. That is, if C is horizontal, we first search at its top and bottom, whereas if C is vertical, we first search to its right and left. If no further qualified textlines are found in the orthogonal direction, we search parallel to C. When a qualified tex- 13 tline T is found in either search direction, we use the recursive procedure again, this time using T as the current textline. If, on the other hand, no qualified textline is found in either direction, we end the procedure.
Conducting a search in first the orthogonal and then the parallel direction has the following merits. As illustrated in Fig. 13a , when we start with textline C and search orthogonal-wise, we derive the text region R 1 . From R 1 , we cannot go any further without hitting the picture that lies below it. If, instead, we first search parallel-wise, we obtain an undesirable region R 2 (Fig. 13b) .
One problem that can occur with the orthogonal to parallel approach is shown in Fig. 14.
When we reach a region that occupies the upper column, it is possible for the procedure to go on merging the lower region into the same group, providing the space size between these two columns is not large enough to prohibit the extension of textlines from the top to the bottom.
This problem can be solved as follows. We examine the projection profile of the resultant region and look for possible gaps. If there is a significantly large gap, we go on to subdivide the group into two subgroups at the position of the gap.
Another problem that may occur is when separate textlines in a two-column structure (Fig. 14) are merged during textline extension. This happens if the spacing between the upper and lower columns is not sufficiently large to prohibit textline extension from the top to the bottom. To remedy this, we add an operation at the end of the reading-order determination procedure (Section 4). We can break textlines into two parts at a space S whose size is at least twice the normal space size, and the null rectangle that intersects with S has a length of at least four times the textline width (assuming that the reading order here is vertical).
It is also possible that some textlines have not been fully extended during textline construction, or are mistakenly cut off when over-extended textlines are broken. An example of this is shown in the lower column of the article in Fig. 14 . Both of these problems can be easily remedied. After the operation that obtains the two-column structure, we proceed to chain 14 those pieces into full textlines, as long as they fall within the same text region and satisfy the condition specified in Fig. 12b. 
Test Results
Our testing database consists of a set of 1,012 document images, all produced at 300 dpi resolution. The sizes of these images range from 163×633 pixels to 4,200×2,287 pixels and are collected from traditional Chinese newspapers, magazines, and books. There are roughly seven types of layout structures ( Table 1 ). The ground-truth file for each testing image consists of a number of bounding boxes that are represented by their upper left and lower right points, and whose identities as text regions or textlines are labeled by certain indices.
To test our textual segmentation results, we compare the ground-truth files with our output files. For each bounding box B that appears in a ground-truth file, if there is a coinciding bounding box in the corresponding output file that has the same identity (for example, they are both text regions), we say that they are a match. We then define recall rate as the proportion of bounding boxes in the ground-truth files for which there exist matches in the output files, and the precision rate as the proportion of bounding boxes in the output files for which there exist matches in the ground-truth files. Table 2 summarizes the test results.
To maintain a precision rate as high as the recall rate for each type of textual object, it is important that we have a step at the end of the process to clean up all spurious objects. In this step, we eliminate all the text regions that have one of the following properties: (i) each textline in the region has only one component whose size is compatible with the size of the textline, (ii) each textline has max(w, h) < 50, where w and h are the width and height of the textline respectively, and (iii) each textline is too short, i.e. h < 2w for vertical textlines, or w < 2h for horizontal textlines. When a text region is eliminated, all the textlines and characters contained in it are also eliminated.
The whole layout analysis process can be divided into four major steps: (I) initial tex- Table 3 , we list the time needed for each processing step applied to seven images, each of which represents a type of layout structure listed in Table 2 . The sizes (in pixels)
of the seven images are listed in Table 4 .
In the above tests, all documents are scanned at 300dpi. Most of our parameters are expressed as relationships between certain types of objects, thus rendering their values relatively independent of image resolutions. Yet, when applying the parameters to images of different resolutions, it is better to convert all images to 300dpi to safeguard the process from unpredictable factors. Skew adjustment is a pre-requisite of our method, since many of our processing steps require textlines and text regions to maintain rectangular shapes. Our test images have been carefully binarized using the method documented in Chang [2] . This means that blurry characters rarely occur and, most importantly, pepper noises are removed so that textlines and text regions are not improperly constructed due to their influences.
There are some problems that our approach cannot handle. One problem results from the superposition of characters on half-tone pictures, leading to either the misidentification of textlines as pictures (Fig. 15) , or to losing part of a textline to a pictorial area (Fig. 16 ). Another problem results from abnormally large characters, leading to their exclusion from any textline or text region (Fig. 17 ).
Conclusions
Our approach to textual segmentation is a series of approximation schemes that gradually builds up knowledge about high-order objects. It refines constructed objects based on the acquired knowledge. The advantage of this process is that knowledge acquisition and object construction go hand in hand. In the beginning, when little is known about any textual objects, we construct textlines in all possible directions. From textlines that are compatible in 16 size, but conflicting in reading order, we are able to infer a normal space size for the possible text regions. Based on this knowledge, we are able to eliminate textlines that manifest incorrect reading directions. Normal space size information also provides a clue to separate textlines from groups to which they have been wrongly attributed. When conflicts between textlines no longer exist, we are able to combine all textlines that are compatible in size and direction. The purpose of doing this is not only to obtain text regions, but also to detect two-column structures in the resultant text regions and to connect broken pieces into full textlines. The effectiveness of this approach is confirmed by the high accuracy rates obtained in a test of over one thousand samples and seven major layout types. A parallel search is conducted first and we obtain the text region R 2 . Table 4 . The sizes of images whose processing times are shown in Table 3 .
